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Introduction

This is the opening turn of the second campaign. It has taken about 4 months to get to this point after a hiatus of almost 2 years. The rules have been simplified, and the time frame of the campaign has been brought backwards to a period prior to the introduction of the Kafers. This will allow you, the players, to chart a fresh course for the 2300AD universe.


Situation Report – French Arm

The French Arm is a relatively peaceful place. The War of German Reunification has been over for a few years, the Elysian Revolution has ended, and piracy is at an all-time low. Despite recent setbacks in the political arena, the French are still the resident super power. It is a period of calm.

It is also a period of stagnation. The last new colony was Lubumbashi, founded at Joi / 61 Ursae Majoris by the Anzanians in 2280, more than 15 years ago. It has been almost 40 years since a new planet was colonized; Kie-Yuma at Xi Ursae Majoris in 2260. After 139 years of continual expansion into the region known as the French Arm, why has exploration halted for the last 17 years? 

The reasons are as numerous and varied as the persons asked. Some say that the distances are too great for effective rule by the home governments; other says that the original needs – natural resources and living space are no longer as constrained as they once were. Perhaps the population of the Core, once captivated with the romance of living on a frontier world now prefers the softer and safer life on Earth and Tirane. Maybe it is the fear of what lies beyond the unknown; maybe that fear is justified.


Alien Contact at Station Arcture

In late 2295, a French research outpost in the Arcturus system detected vessels that proved to be alien in origin. As the scientific station was tasked with studying stellar phenomena in the Arcturus system, they did not have suitable vessels available to attempt contact and the alien vessels left after a few days without responding to EM contact attempts. When the next re-supply ship arrived in the following month, news of the alien vessels and all gathered data was sent back to Aurore. Based on sensor data from the research post, the French government sent two exploration vessels into the DM+17 2611 Cluster to find the alien vessels. 

As of January 2296, neither ship has reported in. While it is not unusual for survey ships to spend extended periods beyond explored space, it is not normal practice for contact vessels. Adding to this is a missed rendezvous in the DM+17 2611 with a freighter that was chartered to bring additional supplies, including orbital station components. The freighter returned to Aurore in December 2295 and reported that there was no sign of either ship at the meeting point.

In February 2296, the monthly re-supply ship failed to return from Arcturus. As part of standard search and rescue operations, French officials at Aurore sent another ship, the exploration cruiser Archimedes, to Arcturus to investigate. A month has now passed and neither ship has been heard from.

Three ships are missing and a research station is out of contact. Currently on detached duty, you have been ordered by your Admiral to investigate.



Reports from the Theater of Operations, French Arm (TOFA)

Eta Bootis (Aurore)

Military Forces to Investigate Arcturus System
Responding to requests from French colonial officials, the AR-I, IEX, Royal Society and other foundations focused on exploration and scientific research, several warships have been instructed to move to the Arcturus system to determine why contact has been lost with the civilian research facility, Station Arcture. Though not a coordinated effort, military forces from France, Britain, Germany, and a visiting American squadron have all diverted to the frontier of the French Arm.


Week 1

Hochbaden (Hochbaden)

Influx of Military Vessels Taxes System Traffic Controllers
System traffic controllers at the German colony of Hochbaden have been strained to the limit this week as the presence of multiple warship squadrons and the necessary restrictions on civilian ship movements causes havoc.

“Whenever the military shows up, we have to restrict traffic to certain departure and approach lanes,” explained senior system traffic controller Helmut Raitz. “This is usually a precursor to increased customs inspections and the restriction makes everything go easier. Of course, if a ship does not obey the lane restrictions, they must be pirates or smugglers and the military will chase them down.”

Kapitän Wolfgang Buchfellner, captain the frigate Magdeburg and commander of Koloniale Schwadron Hochbaden, issued a statement regarding the arrival of the warships. “Several warships belonging to ESA nations are transiting through the system to Eta Bootis. As you may know, contact with the civilian research facility, Station Arcture, was lost several months ago. Given that the research station was at the edge of explored space, military warships are being dispatched to investigate. The DSKM sees this as a prudent precaution.”


Week 2

Hochbaden (Hochbaden)

American Long Range Patrol Group Arrives in System
The American destroyer Hudson arrived in system today, mere hours after British, French, and German warships departed. Lieutenant Jacobs, captain of the American warship paid a courtesy call to Kapitän Wolfgang Buchfellner of the Magdeburg, and the two warships conducted some mock attacks against each other to test the readiness of each vessel.



Week 3

Eta Bootis (Aurore)

American Warship calls on Tanstaafl
The ASF escort Hudson has arrived in system from Hochbaden. According to Blackjack Highport, The Hudson will be docking next week and meeting with the First Citizen of Tanstaafl to discuss matters of state.


Hochbaden (Hochbaden)

DSKM Confirms Contact with Alien Ships beyond the Frontier
High-level sources in the DSKM have confirmed that warships operating beyond the frontier have contacted ships of an unknown design. Details were scarce, but information that has been released indicates that the vessels were alien in origin and that they refused to respond to standard contact protocols and procedures. When the German escort moved closer to investigate, the alien ships launched remote ordnance before disengaging at speed. 


Week 4

Eta Bootis (Aurore)

DSKM Reports Alien Ship Destroyed
The DSKM has reported that the naval auxiliary Thor, captained by Leutnant Erika Zimmermann and operating in support of the escort Heidelberg, destroyed an enemy ship in the <CLASSIFED> system. Further details are not available at this time.

RSN Blazer Brings Word of Station Arcture
The British system defense boat, RSN Blazer, returned today from Arcturus where it had been part of a joint Anglo-French expedition to investigate the status of Station Arcture. The patrol ship sent a burst communication to the fast courier Hermes, which immediately headed out of system bound for the Core. Blazer then proceeded at maximum speed for the colony world of Aurore where the Exeter-class vessel executed a standard interface vector and landed at the French colonial capital. Upon landing, the system defense boat taxied to a secure hanger and Lieutenant William Winsor-Smythe was seen boarding a hover car operated by the French government. An official press statement has not yet been issued, but it appears that Station Arcture has been destroyed.


